
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
All Members Scotland 

 

Members will be aware that due to a number of Grievances in relation to the current Station Manager 

Process it was agreed that the best way to proceed would be by way of a Collective issue. 

 

The FBU presented the Collective Grievance at a hearing that was heard by ACO Murray at Maddiston 

a few weeks ago. 

 

The problem arose when 14 candidates were resubmitted midway through the process because they had 

a valid legacy ADC which Management said should have taken those candidates through to interview 

shortlisting and not just shortlisting after the psychometric testing stage. 

 

Following discussions that took place after the SM advert was issued on 20/3/15 it was the FBU’s 

understanding that a valid legacy ADC did not progress a candidate straight to interview. Instead an 

ADC would guarantee that the candidate would be shortlisted along with all other candidates as the job 

advert stated.  

 

Management have accepted that the main job advert should have been clear on what stage exactly a 

valid legacy ADC allowed a candidate to proceed to in the process and have apologised for the anger 

and upset that the change in eligibility for interview midway through the process has caused to our 

members. 

 

The FBU went through all the details on this issue and explored all avenues in depth over a 

considerable period of time with ACO Murray in a search for a solution that could possibly lead to a 

satisfactory conclusion. 

 

It was clear that no matter which way we turned we would not be able to satisfy all members who were 

aggrieved or would be aggrieved if we changed the process or if it was stopped and started all over 

again. 

 

Numerous discussions have been held since the hearing between ACO Murray and the FBU and 

wording changed repeatedly in attempt to come up with a solution. 

 

Therefore after a number of weeks of talks we finally reached a conclusion on Friday which we believe 

is the best that we can achieve for all our members in this process taking into account those 123 

candidates who did not get to the interview stage and those 151 candidates who did. 

 

You will be aware that management did not intend running another SM process for a period of 18-24 

months after the present process concluded. 

 

S.F.R.S have accepted the FBU request that a new process should begin in 6 months’ time which will 

be February 2016 and this will be fully consulted on and agreed by the FBU prior to it being advertised. 

 

S.F.R.S have also accepted a full, joint review of policies and procedures on selection and promotions 

to ensure we do not find ourselves in this position in future. 

 

Finally those who may be in a pool (if enough candidates achieve the set pass mark) will be eligible for 

any substantive post or long-term temporary position until the new process concludes and this should 

allow the short term temporary policy to be utilised more often than it has been to allow for short term 

development of potential candidates prior to the next process 
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The following bullet points have been accepted and will now form the resolution to the Collective 

Grievance. 

 
 A new Station Manager Process to begin in 6 months’ time (February 2016)  

 The new process will be consulted and agreed by the FBU prior to it being advertised  

 A joint review of current policies and procedures on selection and promotion to ensure 

any lessons learned from this experience are captured  

 To allow the current process to conclude and successful candidates to be appointed.  

 If a pool is identified then this should be utilised for subsequent substantive promotions 

or long-term temporary promotions until the new process concludes  

 

We know not all of our members will be happy with the outcome but we strongly believe after very 

lengthy discussions this is the best achievable. 

 

To have a new process begin in 6 months’ time which will be fully agreed by the FBU prior to it being 

advertised and which will then produce successful candidates for Station Managers posts beyond this 

date at least allows candidates to get back into the process much sooner than they would have 

previously. 

 

 

FBU Regional Executive 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


